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of meditation to train soldiers and statesmen for action and
endurance. The Fujiwara domination lasts till 1086, and
is followed by a brief era of restored imperial authority
lasting till 1167, while great families strive for the mastery,
and prepare the way for the military rule of Kamakura,
which a Japanese writer calls 'bushiocracy'—the rule of the
knights. Pauperization of the masses and demoralization
of the local officials are both due to complex causes,
notably to civil wars and to usurpation of central authority.
Might is right, though the emperor is in theory supreme,
and is still a god. From various sources Bushido—the
unwritten code of the knight—is being slowly formulated
to meet the needs of this complex situation. In a word
Japan is producing her own typical and strange culture.
The foundations of a truly indigenous school of painting
—later to be known as Yamatoye—were well and truly laid
by Kose-no-Kanaoka (850-90). A courtier and no doubt
an intimate of scholars like Michizane, who were close
students of things Chinese, Kanaoka was surely well
acquainted with the masterpieces of Wu Tao-tse (or Godo-
shi), copies of whose works are treasured in Japan to this
day, notably a great triad, Sakyamuni and Bodhisattvas.I It
is doubtful if anything by Kanaoka himself remains, but
we know that he was a skilled landscape-gardener, and that
he painted delicate landscapes as well as altar-pieces for
Buddhist temples in which the powerful brush strokes of
Wu Tao-tse were imitated, but in which a new delicacy
appeared. A fine portrait of Shotoku is probably a copy
of one of his works; and that he was a brilliant and versatile
artist—the father of Japanese painting—seems clear. If
he was an imitator of Chinese masters he seems to have
been no copyist, but to have gone to local scenes and
national heroes for inspiration. Even if the works attri-
buted to him are themselves copies or even copies of copies,
yet the Japanese see in him a master of brush-work akin
to Giotto in suavity and delicacy, yet vigorous as Michael
Angelo. * A picture without vigorous strokes is like a body
1 See Frontispiece.

